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At Shift, we’re business specialists dedicated to helping Australian SMEs take control of their

cashflow, streamline trade terms and choose the right financial products.We believe

Australian businesses are the driving force behind our economy and are core to our

communities. That’s why our business expertise, focus on relationships, and market-

leading technology is at the core of everything we do. Our unique approach to product

innovation combined with our collaborative culture means you can build your career in a

supportive environment. You’ll be joining a diverse team of over 250 people who are always

looking to deliver better outcomes for Australian businesses.Job DescriptionWe are

seeking a highly skilled QA Lead to join our team in Sydney. In this role, you will be

responsible for performing the testing of Finance products which involves Test Planning,

Execution, Automation, Regression and Production verification to ensure all the business

product’s quality requirements are met. You will work closely with cross-functional teams to

identify and prioritise the requirements of the products, and you will lead the quality driven

testing across the business.QualificationsHow you will make a differenceEnable the team

to ensure delivery of high quality products through contribution to the development and

implementation of a comprehensive quality strategy for the platform and services the team

is responsible for.Provide guidance and mentorship across the team on matters related to

testing practice and approachCollaborate with cross-functional teams to identify and prioritise

test requirements, and to ensure that all features and changes are thoroughly tested and

meet quality standardsCreate and maintain test plans, test cases, test scenarios, and test

scripts to ensure the platform and services are thoroughly tested and meet the
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expectations of our users and the businessDesign, development, implementation and

maintenance of a test automation suite integrated with the team’s CI/CD pipeline for the

purpose of supporting a continuous quality approachIdentify, triage, manage and track

defects, working with Stakeholders, Product Managers, Developers and Software Engineers

to ensure they are resolved effectivelyParticipate in the planning, guidance and execution of

user acceptance testing and other testing activitiesRemain up-to-date with industry best

practice and trends in QA and testing, leading the testing activities and continuous

improvements in process within the teamSkills that set you apartBachelor's degree in

Computer Science or a related field2+ years of experience in Software Testing and Quality

Assurance (Software Engineering experience will also be considered) Strong understanding of,

and 2+ years experience with automated testing tools, frameworks and processes (e.g.

Cypress, Selenium, TestRail, etc)Strong understanding of software delivery lifecycle, testing

methodologies and tools with experience working in an agile organisation as part of a scrum

teamExcellent communication and collaboration skills, with the ability to work effectively

with cross-functional teamsStrong problem-solving skills and the ability to troubleshoot and

debug complex issues Experience coaching and mentoring teams in the area of testing and

quality practiceAdditional InformationCollaborative teams – a flat structure means everyone

can learn from colleagues and senior leaders around the business. Be involved – come

together with all of your colleagues every 100 days to share the product and technology

roadmap and business strategy. Flexible working environment – we’re headquartered in

North Sydney with state-based workplaces and offer a flexible work policy.Family support –

industry leading 26 weeks paid parental leave. Varied workspaces – our office enables areas

for collaboration, brainstorming and socialising as well as focus zones.Range of benefits –

supporting your physical, psychological and financial wellbeing.
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